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➡ Mprimary ≈ 1.4 solar masses
➡ ignition of deflagration by pycno-

nuclear fusion of 12C at high dens.

➡ Mprimary ≈ 0.8 —1.1 solar masses
➡ ignition occurs as 
★ violent accretion stream 

triggers detonation 
★ He-layer detonates
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delayed-detonation merger

      Röpke+ (2012), ApJ, 750, 19

   Seitenzahl+ (2013), MNRAS, 429, 1156    Pakmor+ (2013), ApJ, 747, 10

Need to think of other  
distinguishing observables

SN 2011fe
Spectral comparison often 

inconclusive

Spectral comparison 
inconclusive



supernova remnant tomography  
 with 

coronal lines in the shocked ejecta
Seitenzahl+ 2011, MNRAS, 414, 2709



Coronal lines
Voulgaris et al. 2012, Solar Physics, 278, 187



Coronal lines
Voulgaris et al. 2012, Solar Physics, 278, 187

Low lying forbidden 
transitions, collisional 

excited, of highly ionised 
atoms emitting in the optical.  

[Fe XIV] 5303 
[Fe X] 6374 

T ~ 10 - 20 MK
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MUSE on UT4 “Yepun” 
Archival data from PI Morlino  

and PI Leibundgut
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Constraining the models 
with SNR evolution  

Leahy & Williams, ascl:1703.006 



Also [Fe XV] 7062.1



[S XII] 7613.1 (red) 
[Fe IX] 8236.8 (blue)



BLASPHEMER models 
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by Martin Laming 
 



BLASPHEMER models 
BLASt Propagation in Highly EMitting EnviRonment 

by Martin Laming 
 

Different lines probe different  
depths of the ejecta: 

SNR tomography!
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Shock velocities 
time-dependent  

Leahy & Williams, ascl:1703.006 

SNR tomography has the  
potential to probe the time-
evolution history of the RS
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➡ (mass, ambient density, explosion energy)

➡ 0509-67.5 (1991T-like) best matched by 1.0 Msun 
(Seitenzahl, Ghavamian, Laming & Vogt, PRL?)

➡ Further coronal lines allow for supernova tomography

➡  ISSI proposal “SNR tomography with JWST”, only 12 pax :-(


